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Western culture idealizes an autonomous self—a self that strives for independence and freedom from the
influence and control of others. We explored how the value placed on autonomy in Western culture
intersects with the normative trait expectations experienced by men and women. While trait expectations
placed on men (i.e., to be confident and assertive) affirm an autonomous sense of self, trait expectations
placed on women (i.e., to be caring and understanding) conflict with an autonomous sense of self. We
theorized that this conflict contributes to women’s resentment toward positive gender stereotypes that
emphasize women’s interdependent qualities. Six preregistered studies (N = 2,094) demonstrated that U.S.
women experienced more anger in response to positive-gendered trait expectations and less motivation to
comply with them compared to U.S. men. We found that these effects were partially attributable to
stereotypically feminine communal expectations affirming autonomy less than stereotypically masculine
agentic expectations. Cross-cultural comparisons between the U.S. (a Western context) and India (a non-
Western context) further indicated that the conflict between communal expectations placed on women and
Western prioritization of autonomy contributes to U.S. women’s anger toward positive gender stereotypes:
Although traits expected of women in both the U.S. and India oriented women away from feeling
autonomous more than traits expected of men, this diminished sense of being autonomous only elicited
anger in a U.S. context. For Western societies, findings illuminate the uniquely frustrating nature of
stereotyped expectations that demand interdependence and thus the unequal psychological burden placed on
those who must contend with them.
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Autonomy is central to Western conceptions of the ideal self
(Markus & Kitayama, 1991, 2003). Philosophers and psycholo-
gists within the Western tradition argue that people are driven by a
fundamental desire to feel autonomous—independent and free
from the influence and control of others (Deci & Ryan, 2000; Kant,
1785; Nietzche, 1888/1967; Ryan & Deci, 2017; Sartre, 1944).

Indeed, in Western contexts, the experience of autonomy is
shown to predict greater psychological well-being and motivation
(Deci & Ryan, 2008; Ryan et al., 2006; Williams et al., 1996).
Here, we explore how the value placed on autonomous person-
hood in Western culture intersects with the normative trait
expectations experienced by women and men. Specifically, we
suggest that while the societal expectations placed on men (i.e., to
be confident and assertive) align with and affirm the culturally
ideal self in the West by orienting men toward independence from
others, the expectations placed on women (i.e., to be caring and
understanding) conflict with Western notions of the self by orient-
ing women toward interdependence with others (Fiske et al., 2002;
Koenig & Eagly, 2014). We argue that this conflict contributes to
women’s resentment toward positive gender stereotypes that
emphasize women’s communal qualities, as such stereotyped
expectations place demands on women that run counter to the
hegemonic prioritization of autonomous selfhood in Western
societies.

The studies we present provide supportive evidence. We find that,
in the United States, a Western cultural context, women express
more anger toward, and less motivation to comply with, positive-
gendered expectations compared to men, even when the gendered
traits expected of women and men are carefully calibrated for
valence. We find that this effect is partially attributable to
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stereotypically feminine communal trait expectations affirming an
autonomous sense of self less than stereotypically masculine agentic
trait expectations. Furthermore, we present studies comparing wo-
men’s and men’s reactions to positive gender stereotypes in the U.S.
and India (a non-Western cultural context). These cross-cultural
comparisons provide initial evidence that the effects we observe in
the U.S. are culturally bounded—supporting our argument that it is
the misalignment between the positive communal qualities expected
of women and the construction of the self in Western cultures
as fundamentally separate from others that contributes to U.S.
women’s anger toward positive gender stereotypes.
Our research offers two key contributions. First, we provide insight

into the puzzle of why women may dislike positive expectations
surrounding their communality, even expectations reflecting highly
valued interdependent qualities, such as being socially skilled and
collaborative. Our examination of women’s negative reactions to
positive gender stereotypes relative to men’s makes our focus distinct
from that of previous work documenting how negative stereotypes
about women—those ascribing women socially devalued or subor-
dinate traits, such as being incompetent or weak—contribute to
gender inequality by constraining women’s opportunities (e.g.,
Eagly et al., 2000; Fiske et al., 2002). Our arguments are also distinct
from theories of benevolent sexism which assert that even seemingly
flattering qualities ascribed to women contribute to gender inequality
by constraining what women are seen as good at and should do
(Eagly & Mladinic, 1989; Glick & Fiske, 1996). Our research, by
contrast, examines how positive traits ascribed to women—those
extolling women’s communal virtues—conflict withWestern societal
norms to want and value autonomy and independence from others,
placing an unequal psychological burden on women relative to men.
As such, our research offers a novel mechanism—a diminished
sense of autonomy—explaining why seemingly positive stereotypes
may elicit negative reactions, complementing previous mecha-
nistic accounts (Cheryan & Bodenhausen, 2000; Siy & Cheryan,
2013).
Second, our research offers new insight into how culture shapes

people’s experience of gender stereotypes and stereotyped expecta-
tions more generally. In addition to the possibility of cross-cultural
variation in the content of gender stereotypes themselves (i.e.,
Cuddy et al., 2015), our cross-cultural studies indicate that in
instances in which gender stereotypes are similar across cultures—
as in the case our studies comparing the U.S. and India—the same
stereotype content may be experienced differently depending on the
alignment of stereotyped trait expectations with the psychological
drives and motives prioritized by the cultural context (Markus &
Kitayama, 1991, 2003; Triandis, 1989). Our U.S.–India comparison
studies offer initial evidence that groups stereotyped as communal
may feel especially frustrated by these stereotypes in individualistic
cultures in which the needs and wishes of other people are seen as
ultimately constraining on the self (e.g., the U.S.; Savani et al., 2011;
Stephens & Levine, 2011). Our research suggests that such stereo-
typed expectations may feel less negatively constraining in collec-
tivistic cultures in which people’s sense of self is oriented more
toward social connection and obligations to others (e.g., India;
Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Savani et al., 2011; Tripathi et al.,
2018). As such, our research adds nuance to our understanding of
the culturally contingent nature of the burden that communal
stereotypes present.

Stereotypes as Constraints on the Self

The notion that social category expectations constrain the self is
present in foundational theorizing on stereotyping. Social psychol-
ogists have long emphasized the weight that societal expectations, as
an external force, have on individual psychology (i.e., Goffman,
1959; James, 1890; Mead, 1934, 1963). Stereotyping researchers
have further argued that social identities place specific pressures on
group members (Eagly, 1987; Eagly & Wood, 1991; Eagly et al.,
2000; Steele, 1997; Steele & Aronson, 1995; Tajfel & Turner,
1979). These perspectives highlight how stereotypes as a structure
are inherently constraining: Stereotypes, by their nature, are external
expectations placed on individuals that describe how members of
certain social groups are or ought to be (Burgess & Borgida, 1999;
Rudman & Glick, 1999), and thus stereotyped expectations may be
experienced as interfering with individuals’ own goals and priori-
ties. The press of stereotyped expectations is perhaps most clearly
articulated in Fiske (1993) seminal article on power and stereotyp-
ing, wherein stereotypes are argued to be intrinsically controlling of
people: “In these assumptions, there lurks an implicit pressure to fit a
certain image; other people’s expectations create the starting point
for one’s commerce with them” (p. 623).

Past work has also considered how the content of some stereo-
types constrain the self. This work has focused on the constraining
nature of negative stereotype content, theorizing about how being
attributed devalued or stigmatizing stereotyped traits may restrict a
person’s ability to perform well within a given domain (Kray et al.,
2001; Spencer et al., 2016). In our research, we argue that even the
content of positive stereotypes —favorable beliefs about members
of social groups (Czopp et al., 2015)—can feel constraining, but that
not all positive stereotype content feels equally constraining. We
build our arguments from a premise foreshadowed by previous work
but not tested: That positive stereotypes may feel negatively con-
straining on the self, as stereotypes are external demands placed on
individuals, and thus may interfere with individuals’ own prefer-
ences and priorities. However, we introduce positive stereotype
content as an important moderator. We posit that not all positive
stereotyped expectations similarly conflict with self-relevant goals
and priorities. Rather, we argue that, in Western individualistic
cultures, members of social groups facing pressures to display traits
associated with interdependence, such as women, may experience
stereotyped expectations as more negatively constraining on the
self—even those reflecting highly valued and appealing qualities—
compared to members of social groups facing pressures to display
traits associated with independence, such as men.

Our focus is distinct from existing perspectives on how commu-
nal stereotypes constrain women. A vast literature demonstrates that
communal stereotypes restrict women’s opportunities and position
in society more than agentic stereotypes restrict men’s opportunities
and position in society (e.g., Eagly et al., 2000; Fiske et al., 2002;
Heilman, 2012; Rudman et al., 2012). We examine a different
question, which is whether communal trait expectations are subjec-
tively experienced as more negatively constraining on the self than
agentic trait expectations. Although some studies provide hints that
women may feel negatively constrained by communal stereotypes,
these studies examine women’s reactions to negative communal
stereotypes, rather than positive communal stereotypes (i.e., Kray
et al., 2001; Shnabel et al., 2016). For instance, Kray et al. (2001)
showed that exposure to the belief that women are weak and
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emotional and thus unskilled at negotiations can lead women to
behave in a stereotype-disconfirming ways. Kray et al. (2001)
theorized that women react against such negative communal stereo-
types because such beliefs are experienced as limiting women’s
ability to perform well and succeed. We argue that communal
stereotypes may feel constraining, not only because they limit
women’s ability to succeed, as Kray et al. (2001) highlight in their
study of women’s reactions to negative gender stereotypes, but also
because people in Western cultures want to feel autonomous and
independent, and communal stereotypes (even when positive)
demand interdependence from women, which conflict with the
desire for autonomy.

The Alignment of Stereotype Content With an
Autonomous Sense of Self

Cultural psychologists have noted that people in Western cultures
strive to maintain an autonomous sense of self; that is, a self that is
fundamentally separate from, and uncontrolled by other selves
(Iyengar & Lepper, 1999; Markus & Kitayama, 1991, 2003).
Following cultural perspectives, we thus conceptualize autonomy
as a sense of independence and freedom from the influence and
control of others. Autonomy can be distinguished from power in that
power refers to having influence and control over others while
autonomy refers to remaining uncontrolled and uninfluenced by
others (Lammers et al., 2016). As such, the concept of autonomy
relates closely to the experience of self-governance and personal
control over one’s actions and outcomes (Deci & Ryan, 1991, 2000;
Hackman & Oldham, 1975, 2010). The notion that people may be
strongly motivated to maintain a sense of personal autonomy is
supported by research showing that individuals, particularly those in
the West, prefer situations that affirm, rather than compromise, their
sense of being an independent person, free from the influence of
others (Radel et al., 2011; Ryan et al., 2006; Williams et al., 1996).
We suggest that the positive stereotype content experienced by

men and women differentially affirms an autonomous sense of self.
Although the traits associated with men and women reflect loose
constellations of attributes, one theme that distinguishes stereotypi-
cally masculine traits from stereotypically feminine traits is their
differential emphasis on independence and interdependence (Eagly
& Steffen, 1984; Spence & Helmreich, 1978). Men tend to face
pressures to display agentic traits—traits associated with indepen-
dence and dominance, such as being assertive, decisive, and self-
confident.1 These qualities orient the self toward separateness from
others, thus, we suggest, affirming a sense of self as distinct from,
and uncontrolled by, other selves. By contrast, women tend to face
pressures to display communal traits—traits associated with helping
and working well with others, such as being sociable, caring, and
collaborative, qualities that orient the self toward interdependence
and connection to others (Abele, 2003; Bakan, 1966; Koenig &
Eagly, 2014). As such, while both men and women face normative
pressures to enact gendered attributes, we predict that the communal
trait expectations placed on women should orient women away from
feeling autonomous more than the agentic trait expectations placed
men because communal trait expectations emphasize adjustment to
others’ needs and wishes rather than separateness from others.2

Further, given a generalized desire to maintain an autonomous
sense of self in theWest, we argue that, in Western contexts, women
may experience positive-gendered expectations more negatively

than men, in part because the content of the expectations faced
by women and men differ in the extent to which they affirm
autonomy. We measure women’s and men’s negative reactions
to positive gender stereotypes in terms of anger and motivation
to comply. We examine anger because anger is an emotion associ-
ated with the experience of frustration when goals or needs are
blocked (Berkowitz, 1989; Berkowitz & Harmon-Jones, 2004;
Brehm & Brehm, 2013). Thus, to the extent that individuals have
a goal to feel autonomous, stereotyped expectations that are
experienced as blocking, or interfering with, this goal—such as
those that orient individuals toward interdependence rather than
independence—may elicit feelings of anger. Thus, we predict that
women may feel more anger in response to positive-gendered trait
expectations compared to men, partially attributable to how much
autonomy the stereotype content affords. We also examine the
impact of felt autonomy on motivation to comply with positive-
gendered trait expectations. As reduced feelings of autonomy can
produce deleterious effects on motivation and compliance in West-
ern samples (Judge et al., 2005; Milyavskaya et al., 2015), we
predict that womenmay feel less motivated to comply with positive-
gendered expectations compared to men, partially attributable to a
diminished sense of autonomy.

Although our main empirical focus is on gender stereotypes, our
theoretical account is not specific to gender, as it can be applied
more generally to understanding why social groups positively
stereotyped as interdependent or communal may experience resent-
ment and frustration toward such stereotypes (Cuddy et al., 2008;
Fiske et al., 2002). As such, our research complements existing
accounts of why positive stereotypes may be experienced nega-
tively. Previous research shows that individuals may dislike certain
positive stereotypes because they worry about living up to the
positive beliefs about their group, particularly achievement-oriented
expectations (Cheryan & Bodenhausen, 2000). Other studies show
that individuals may find stereotypes in general to be depersonaliz-
ing, as stereotypes, regardless of content, may lead stereotyped
targets to feel as though they are being viewed as merely as a
member of their social category rather than as a unique individual
(Siy & Cheryan, 2013). Our perspective—that stereotypes might be
experienced as disrupting individuals’ sense of autonomous
selfhood—complements previous mechanistic accounts and offers
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1 Here and throughout this paper, we use the term “agentic” to refer to the
constellation of traits typically associated with men related to independence
and dominance, following conventional use of the term within the gender
stereotyping literature (Abele, 2003; Rosette et al., 2016; Ellemers, 2018).
This use of the term “agentic” is distinct from how the term “agentic” is used
in research on motivation, where “agency” refers to motivated action or a
sense of efficacy (Bandura, 1989). The question of whether stereotypically
masculine “agentic” trait expectations universally provide a greater sense of
agency compared to stereotypically feminine communal trait expectations in
the general motivational sense is a point we return to in the General
Discussion.

2 As individuals’ multiple intersecting identities (e.g., race, gender, social
class, and sexual orientation) influence their experience of the world and the
demands or expectations placed on them (Crenshaw, 1989; Purdie-Vaughns
& Eibach, 2008), we do not suggest that all women experience the same
gendered expectations or that all men experience the same gendered ex-
pectations. However, as a first test of our arguments, we examine whether
women on average may feel less autonomy in response to gender expecta-
tions than men, due in part to women on average experiencing fewer
expectations to act in independent ways compared to men.
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novel predictions about how the content of positive stereotypes and
culture might impact individuals’ negative reactions to them.

The Role of Culture

Our theorizing thus far suggests that culture may moderate our
predictions, given that non-Western collectivistic societies (e.g.,
those in Asia) promote different models of selfhood than Western
individualistic societies (e.g., those in North America and Western
Europe). Research suggests that while independence and separate-
ness from others may characterize the ideal self in individualistic
societies, interdependence and connectedness to others may char-
acterize the ideal self in collectivistic societies (Markus &Kitayama,
1991, 2003; Triandis, 1989; Vignoles et al., 2016). Thus, while
maintaining a sense of self as independent and uninfluenced by
others’ needs and wishes may be an underlying drive in individual-
istic societies such as the U.S., this may not be a salient self-related
goal in collectivistic societies, where the self may strive to affirm a
sense of interdependence with others (Kitayama & Uchida, 2005;
Kitayama et al., 2010). As such, while in Western contexts, ex-
pectations placed on women to display communal traits may conflict
with self-related goals more than expectations placed on men to
display agentic traits, contributing to a gender difference in anger
toward positive gender stereotypes, this effect should be attenuated
in non-Western contexts, where stereotypes orienting the self
toward interdependence should be less likely to impinge on in-
dividuals’ underlying self-related motives.

Overview of Current Research

We test our predictions across six studies and three Supplemental
Studies. The first four studies examine our predicted effects pertain-
ing to Western cultural contexts using U.S. samples. The final two
studies explore our cross-cultural predictions using samples from
the U.S. and India. Study 1 establishes that U.S. women experience
more anger in response to positive-gendered trait expectations
compared to U.S. men and provide initial evidence that this differ-
ence is partially attributable to stereotypically feminine communal
trait expectations affirming autonomy less than stereotypically
masculine agentic trait expectations (also see, Supplemental Study 1).
Studies 2 and 3 provide additional evidence that stereotype content
may contribute to why women and men in the U.S. feel different
degrees of autonomy and thus different levels of anger in response to
positive gender stereotypes. Study 2 examines U.S. women and
men’s responses to de-gendered expectations to act in communal
and agentic ways. Study 3 examines Asian Americans’ responses to
positive agentic stereotypes as well as positive communal stereo-
types applied to their group to examine if this general process
extends beyond gender. Study 4 then examines whether lower
feelings of autonomy contribute to U.S. women experiencing
more anger toward, and less motivation to comply with, positive-
gendered trait expectations at work than U.S. men after accounting
for alternative mechanisms (also see, Supplemental Studies 4a and
4b). A final set of studies (Studies 5a–5b) compare women and
men’s responses to positive gender stereotypes in the U.S. and India,
examining whether culture moderates the extent to which reduced
feelings of autonomy from positive gender stereotypes elicit anger.
As the majority of our studies compare women’s responses to

positive stereotypes about women to men’s responses to positive

stereotypes about men, as our studies progress, we conduct increas-
ingly stringent pretesting of the stereotyped expectations we expose
participants to, in order to ensure that we are comparing women’s
and men’s responses to stereotyped traits that are similar in terms of
stereotype intensity (i.e., how intensely gendered a particular trait is)
and valence (i.e., how desirable the traits are within the study’s
domain of interest).

For all studies reported here, participants who took part in one
study were excluded from participating in all subsequent studies.
We report all variables, manipulations, and measures included in
each study. For all studies, sample size, predictions, exclusion
criteria, and analysis plans were preregistered at Aspredicted.org.
Data, analytic methods and code, materials, and preregistrations for
all studies are available at osf.io/afr8k (Proudfoot & Kay, 2021). All
studies received ethics approval from the relevant institutional
review board. Complete details for all Supplemental Studies are
reported in the Supplemental Materials.

Study 1

As a first test of our predictions, we exposed a sample of U.S.
women and men to common positive gender stereotypes applied to
their group—for women, communal traits, and for men, agentic
traits. We then measured how much anger participants felt toward
the stereotyped expectations, followed by their sense of autonomy in
response to the stereotyped expectations. We predicted that female
participants would report more anger compared to male participants
and that this effect would be partially mediated by female partici-
pants experiencing a diminished sense of autonomy from gendered
expectations relative to male participants.

Method

Sample size, predictions, exclusion criteria, and analysis plans
were preregistered at Aspredicted.org (No. 063020).

Participants

We recruited participants through the behavioral lab of a business
school at a large private northeastern U.S. university. The pool
consisted of students, university staff, and community members.
Individuals who identified as female or male in a presurvey were
invited to participate in the survey in exchange for the chance to win
a $20 Amazon gift card. Following our preregistration, sample size
was determined by how many respondents completed the survey
within 2 weeks after the survey was sent out. Ultimately, we
recruited 350 participants (257 women and 93 men). No participants
were excluded from analyses. Table 1 shows complete demo-
graphics for Study 1–Study 4.

Materials and Procedure

Pretesting. We constructed the content of the gendered trait
expectations using Eagly et al. (2020) recently compiled list of
communal and agentic traits commonly associated to women and
men respectively in the United States. Eagly et al. (2020) original list
included both positive and negative traits (for instance, positive
traits like “compassionate” and “ambitious” and negative traits
like “emotional” and “aggressive”). Thus, we conducted a pretest
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(N = 99 U.S. residents; 44 women and 55 men) on Prolific
Academic (Peer et al., 2017), to identify positively valenced traits
within Eagly et al. (2020) list and confirm that the resulting lists of
positive communal traits and positive agentic traits were similar in
terms of average valence. For all pretests reported here, pretest
participants were excluded from participating in the main study. The
findings of our pretest resulted in a list of 10 positively valenced
communal traits (able to handle people well, generous, outgoing,
well-mannered, polite, honest, patient, compassionate, unselfish,
and romantic) and 10 positively valenced agentic traits (confident,
hardworking, strong, able to make decisions, independent, coura-
geous, ambitious, calm in emergencies, decisive, and proud). These
two sets of traits were matched in terms of valence: Female pretest
participants rated the communal traits as similarly positive (M =
3.99, SD = .82) as male pretest participants rated the agentic traits
(M = 4.14, SD = .55), t(97) = 1.10, p = .275 (see, Supplemental
Materials for complete Study 1 pretest method and analyses).
Main Study. Participants indicated their gender and were then

assigned to read about either female or male-gendered expectations
based on their response. Female participants read,

A recent study published in the journal American Psychologist showed
that, in the U.S., women as a group tend to be viewed as possessing
communal qualities. Specifically, via a summary of several different
public opinion polls, the study authors found that women are typically
expected to possess qualities like being able to handle people well,
generous, outgoing, well-mannered, polite, honest, patient, compas-
sionate, unselfish, and romantic.

Male participants read,

A recent study published in the journal American Psychologist showed
that, in the U.S., men as a group tend to be viewed as possessing agentic

qualities. Specifically, via a summary of several different public opinion
polls, the study authors found that men are typically expected to possess
qualities like being confident, hardworking, strong, able to make
decisions, independent, courageous, ambitious, calm in emergencies,
decisive, and proud.

Participants’ self-reported anger regarding the gendered expecta-
tions they had just read about was then measured using a previously
validated four-item index (Dillard & Peck, 2000; Dillard et al.,
1996). Participants rated the extent to which the expectations made
them feel the following: Annoyed, aggravated, angry, and irritated,
each rated on a 7-point scale (1 = not at all, 7 = very much so),
averaged to form an Anger composite (α = .94). Participants then
rated the extent to which these expectations gave them a sense of
“freedom” and “control,” each on a 7-point scale (1 = not at all, 7 =
very much so), and averaged to form a Feelings of Autonomy
composite (r = .772, p < .001).

Results and Discussion

As predicted, female participants reported more anger in response
to positive gender expectations (M = 3.32, SD = 1.63) compared to
male participants (M= 2.64, SD= 1.56), t(169.43)= 3.55, p< .001,
d = .42. Female participants also reported feeling less autonomy in
response to positive gender expectations (M = 2.72, SD = 1.43)
compared to male participants (M = 3.78, SD = 1.59), t(149.39) =
−5.63, p< .001, d= .72. As predicted, there was an indirect effect of
participant gender on anger about the gender expectations through
feelings of autonomy, b = .33, SE = .08, 95% CI [.18, .51],
indicating that female participants felt that the positive expectations
associated with their gender provided less of a sense of autonomy
than did male participants and this partially mediated female
participants’ tendency to experience more anger in response to
positive gender expectations than male participants (see, Figure 1).

Notably, we replicated the hypothesized pattern of effects in a
separate sample that more closely approximated the general U.S.
population, recruited from Prolific (N = 201, see, Supplemental
Study 1). Thus, Study 1 and Supplemental Study 1 provided
evidence that women experience more anger toward positive gender
stereotypes than men, and that this difference is attributable, in part,
to felt autonomy. However, as we asked women to reflect on
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Table 1
Participant Demographics for Study 1–Study 4

Category Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4

Age
Mage — 30.23 26.77 34.41
SDage 10.92 7.46 11.39

Race/ethnicity
White 34% 57% — 72%
Asian 45% 22% 13%
Black 7% 6% 8%
Hispanic 9% 12% 5%
Other 5% 3% 2%

Education
Some high school — 1% 1% 1%
High school graduate 13% 8% 7%
Some college 35% 29% 24%
College graduate 31% 46% 43%
Some post graduate 4% 8% 5%
Post graduate degree 16% 10% 20%

Income
< $15,000 — 27% 22% 14%
$15,000–$24,999 11% 7% 8%
$25,000–$34,999 10% 12% 13%
$35,000–$49,999 12% 12% 18%
$50,000–$74,999 16% 22% 22%
$75,000–$99,999 9% 11% 12%
$100,000–$149,999 9% 10% 10%
$150,000–$199,999 3% 2% 2%
>$200,000 2% 3% 1%

Figure 1
Mediational Model (Study 1)

Note. Figure shows indirect effect of participant gender on anger toward
gendered expectations through feelings of autonomy. Regression coefficients
are unstandardized.
** p < .001. ^ p = .070.
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stereotypically feminine-gendered trait expectations and men to
reflect on stereotypically masculine-gendered trait expectations,
these studies were not able to disentangle the effects of stereotype
content from participants’ gender category. Thus, these initial
studies were limited in their ability to provide direct evidence of
our underlying theoretical account—that the content of stereotypi-
cally feminine communal expectations orients the self away from
feeling autonomous more than the content of stereotypically mas-
culine agentic expectations, thus eliciting greater anger in Western
contexts. Given we could not realistically randomly assign women
and men to reflect on their personal experience of either stereotypi-
cally feminine communal stereotypes or stereotypically masculine
agentic stereotypes, Studies 2–3 employed alternative approaches to
examine the causal role of stereotype content.

Study 2

Study 2’s goal was to provide additional evidence that stereotyp-
ically feminine trait expectations conflict more with an autonomous
sense of self and thus elicit more anger compared to stereotypically
masculine trait expectations. We reasoned that if communal
expectations—those typically experienced by women—affirm
autonomy less than agentic expectations—those typically experi-
enced by men, then if such expectations were “de-gendered” and
presented to both women and men, we should observe lower
autonomy and thus more anger in response to communal expecta-
tions than agentic expectations across both genders. Thus, we asked
female andmale participants to both recall a time they were expected
to be communal (i.e., friendly and sociable) and a time they were
expected to be agentic (i.e., confident and assertive), and measured
how much anger participants felt toward each expectation and how
much autonomy they felt each expectation provided. We predicted
that both female and male participants would express more anger
toward the stereotypically feminine communal expectations com-
pared to the stereotypically masculine agentic expectations and
feelings of autonomy in response to the expectation would partially
mediate this effect.

Method

Sample size, predictions, exclusion criteria, and analysis plans
were preregistered at Aspredicted.org (No. 45357).

Participants

We requested four hundred participants on Prolific. Participants
were compensated 60 cents for a 4–5 min study. We did not know
what effect size to expect, thus we aimed to maximize power by
recruiting 400 U.S. residents (approximately 200 women and 200
men). Four hundred participants ended up completing the survey.
Following our preregistered exclusion criteria, seven participants
(2% of the sample) were excluded from analyses because they
indicated that they could not think of anything in response to the
prompts. This left a final sample of 393 (198 women, 195 men).

Materials and Procedure

Pretesting. We first conducted pretests to confirm that the
communal and agentic traits to be used in our main study were

stereotypes associated with women and men, respectively, and were
appropriately calibrated in terms of valence. First, we sampled 101
U.S. residents from Prolific (53 women and 48 men) and asked them
to rate both being “sociable/friendly” and being “confident/asser-
tive,” in terms of whether they were traits expected more of women
or more of men in U.S. society, on a 5-point scale (1 = expected
more of women, 5= expected more of men). “Sociable/friendly”was
rated lower than the scale midpoint (M = 1.78, SD = .82), t(100) =
−14.93, p < .001, indicating that they were expectations associated
with women. “Confident/assertive” was rated higher than the scale
midpoint, (M= 4.29, SD= .82), t(100)= 15.84, p< .001, indicating
that they were expectations associated with men.

Second, we sampled 102 U.S. residents from Prolific (60 women
and 42 men) and asked them to rate both being “sociable/friendly”
and being “confident/assertive” in terms of how positively/
negatively these characteristics were seen as personality traits on
a 5-point scale (1 = generally seen negatively, 5 = generally seen
positively). Being sociable/friendly was rated more positively (M =
4.47, SD = .71) compared to being confident/assertive (M = 4.16,
SD = .79), t(101) = 3.43, p < .001, ruling out the possibility that our
predicted effects in our main study could be explained by the
communal traits being viewed less positively compared to the
agentic traits. Participant gender did not moderate this effect,
F(1, 100) = 1.83, p = .179.

Main Study. Participants were asked to recall both communal
and agentic expectations placed on them, presented in a random
order. Specifically, participants read,

Think about a time when you were expected to behave in sociable and
friendly [confident and assertive] manner. Below, write about a situa-
tion in your own life when others expected you to act in a sociable and
friendly [confident and assertive] way.

Participants then rated their anger regarding the expectation,
using Study 1’s four-item anger index, for both the communal
expectations (being sociable and friendly; α = .94) and the agentic
expectations (being confident and assertive; α = .94). Participants
also rated the extent to which these expectations gave them a sense
of autonomy using Study 1’s two-item index, for both the communal
expectations (r = .739, p < .001) and the agentic expectations
(r = .705, p < .001).

Results

As predicted, participants expressed more anger in response to the
communal expectations (being friendly and sociable; M = 2.82,
SD = 1.73) compared to the agentic expectations (being confident
and assertive; M = 2.38, SD = 1.61), t(392) = 4.71, p < .001, d =
.24. Participants also reported feeling less autonomy in response to
communal expectations (M = 3.23, SD = 1.64) compared to agentic
expectations (M = 4.20, SD = 1.69), t(392) = 10.36, p < .001, d =
.52. Participant gender did not moderate the effect of expectation
type on anger, F(1, 391) = .032, p = .859, η2ρ = .000, or autonomy,
F(1, 391) = .555, p = .457, η2ρ = .001.

Using Montoya and Hayes (2017) method to test for mediation in
our within-participants design, we found an indirect effect of
expectation type (communal vs. agentic) on anger toward the
expectations through perceptions of how much autonomy the
expectation provided, b = −.42, SE = .06, 95% CI [−.56, −.30],
indicating that the difference in felt autonomy in response to
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communal and agentic expectations partially mediated participants’
tendency to experience more anger regarding communal expecta-
tions compared to agentic expectations. The indirect effect of
expectation type on anger through felt autonomy was robust for
both female and male participants when analyzed separately (indi-
rect effect for female participants: b=−.51, SE= .11, 95%CI [−.74,
−.33], indirect effect for male participants: b = −.33, SE = .08, 95%
CI [−.49, −.19]).

Study 3

Study 2 showed that for U.S. women and men alike, expectations
to act in communal ways provided less of a sense of autonomy and
thus elicited more anger compared to expectations to act in agentic
ways. In Study 3, we turned to a stereotyped group in U.S. society
that faces a mix of positive communal and positive agentic stereo-
typed trait expectations—Asian Americans (Ho& Jackson, 2001) to
gain further insight into whether, in Western cultural contexts, the
extent to which positive stereotypes affirm an autonomous sense of
self predicts stereotyped group members’ anger toward stereotyped
expectations. By examining the experiences of Asian Americans—
specifically, individuals born in the U.S. who are of Asian descent—
wewere able to hold social category constant and simply manipulate
stereotype content, making salient to participants either positive
communal stereotypes about their group (being polite/gentle) or
positive agentic stereotypes about their group (being ambitious/
driven). We measured how angry the stereotype made Asian
Americans and how much autonomy they felt the stereotype pro-
vided. We predicted that communal stereotypes would elicit more
anger than agentic stereotypes and this would be partially mediated
by felt autonomy.

Method

Sample size, predictions, exclusion criteria, and analysis plans
were preregistered at Aspredicted.org (No. 27788).

Participants

We requested 200 Americans of East Asian descent on Prolific
Academic. We determined an a priori goal of recruiting 100
participants per experimental condition. We deemed this to be a
reasonable goal given that the number of active East Asian Ameri-
can participants on Prolific was unknown to us and 100 participants
per condition would provide sufficient power to detect a small-to-
medium effect size. Participants who indicated in a prescreen survey
administered by Prolific that they were born in the United States and
were of East Asian descent were invited to participate in 2 min
survey in exchange for 30 cents. Two hundred and eight Asian
Americans ended up completing the survey. While we screened for
individuals who were East Asian, eight individuals in our sample
identified their ethnicity as Indian (South Asian). Following the
exclusion criterion outlined in our study preregistration, these
participants were excluded from analysis (4% of sample) given
that our study pertained to stereotypes about individuals of East
Asian descent.3 Thus, the final sample consisted of 200 East Asian
Americans. Forty-four percent of our final sample identified as
Chinese, 19% as Vietnamese, 12% as Korean, 9% Japanese, 9%
Filipino, and 7% identified their background as “Other.”

Materials and Procedure

Pretesting. We first conducted pretests to confirm that the
communal and agentic traits to be used in our main study were
appropriately calibrated in terms of stereotypicality and valence.
First, we sampled 50 East Asian Americans on Prolific and asked
them to rate whether Asian Americans are expected to be more or
less ambitious/driven [polite/gentle] compared to the average per-
son, on a 5-point scale (1 = expected to be less ambitious/driven
[polite/gentle], 5 = expected to be more ambitious/driven [polite/
gentle]). The two sets of traits were presented in a randomized order.
“Ambitious/driven” and “polite/gentle” ratings were both higher
than the scale midpoint (Mambitious/driven = 4.08, SD = .97), t(49) =
7.91, p < .001; (Mpolite/gentle = 4.06, SD = .87), t(49) = 8.65, p <
.001, and did not differ from each other, t(49) = .123, p = .903,
indicating that these two sets of traits were viewed as similarly
stereotypical of Asian Americans. Second, we sampled 50 East
Asian Americans from Prolific and asked them to rate both being
“polite and gentle” and being “ambitious and driven” in terms of
how positively/negatively these characteristics were seen as per-
sonality traits, using a 5-point scale (1 = generally seen negatively,
5 = generally seen positively). Being polite and gentle was rated
more positively (M = 4.76, SD = .59) compared to being ambitious
and driven (M = 4.26, SD = .75), t(49) = 4.10, p < .001, ruling out
the possibility that our predicted effects in our main study could be
explained by the communal traits being viewed less positively
compared to the agentic traits.

Main Study. All participants first read that the study would
assess their opinions about the various beliefs that exist about Asian
Americans in U.S. society. Participants were then randomly as-
signed to one of two stereotype content conditions (communal
positive stereotype vs. agentic positive stereotype). Participants
in the communal stereotype condition read, “Asian Americans
are typically expected to be polite/gentle.” Participants in the agentic
stereotype condition read, “Asian Americans are typically expected
to be ambitious/driven.” Participants then rated how angry the
stereotypes made them using the same four-item index used in
Study 1 (α = .96) and the extent to which these expectations gave
them a sense of autonomy using the same two-item measure used in
Study 1 (r = .826, p < .001).

Results

As predicted, participants responded with more anger toward
positive communal trait expectations (Asian Americans are ex-
pected to be gentle/polite; M = 3.37, SD = 1.80) compared to
the positive agentic trait expectations (Asian Americans are ex-
pected to be ambitious/driven;M = 2.63, SD = 1.59), t(198) = 3.08,
p= .002, d= .44. Participants also reported feeling less autonomy in
response to communal trait expectations (M = 2.93, SD = 1.50)
compared to agentic trait expectations (M = 3.36, SD = 1.39),
t(197) = −2.14, p = .034, d = .30. As depicted in Figure 2, feelings
of autonomy partially mediated the effect of stereotype content
(communal vs. agentic) on feelings of anger, b = .16, SE = .09, 95%
CI [.01, .35], indicating that the lower sense of autonomy afforded
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3 We excluded South Asians from the sample following previous work
which suggests that South Asians experience different stereotypes than East
Asians in U.S. contexts (e.g., Berdahl & Min, 2012; Rosette et al., 2016).
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by communal stereotypes compared to agentic stereotypes contrib-
uted to why group members responded more negatively to them.

Discussion of Studies 2 and 3

The results of Studies 2 and 3 indicate that, for individuals in
Western cultural contexts, communal trait expectations tend to elicit
more anger than agentic trait expectations, in part because pressures
to display communal qualities affirm an autonomous sense of self
less than pressures to display agentic qualities. Thus, Studies 2–3
support our theorizing that differences in the content of the norma-
tive trait expectations experienced by women and men may con-
tribute to gender differences in felt autonomy in response to such
expectations.

Study 4

In Study 4, we sought additional evidence that reduced feelings of
autonomy contribute to women feeling more resentment toward
positive-gendered expectations compared to men in the U.S. Study 4
extended the focus of Studies 1–3 in three ways. First, we examined
our predictions in a work context, selecting gendered trait expecta-
tions placed on women and men that were highly associated with
success and advancement at work—being collaborative and work-
ing well with others for women and being confident and assertive for
men.We did so in order to rule out the possibility that any effects we
observed could be explained by the communal expectations selected
being viewed as less relevant for success compared to the agentic
expectations. We predicted that women would report more anger
toward positive-gendered expectations than men, partially mediated
by a diminished sense of autonomy.
Second, although we focus on autonomy as a mediating mecha-

nism, individuals’ anger toward gendered pressures is likely influ-
enced bymultiple factors. As such, in Study 4, we sought evidence for
the unique mediating role of feelings of autonomy after accounting
for two other plausible mediating mechanisms: (a) perceptions of the
social status assigned to the stereotyped traits, and (b) feelings of
depersonalization. We included perceived trait status as a plausible
additional mediator because feminized traits tend to be devalued in
general relative to masculinized traits (Heilman, 2012). Hence, we
wanted to further examine the potential role of perceived trait status—
that is, the extent to which the stereotyped traits are associated with
respect and admiration in society (Magee & Galinsky, 2008)—in

influencing anger toward positive-gendered trait expectations. We
included depersonalization as a plausible additional mediator in order
to distinguish the impact of feelings of depersonalization (i.e., being
seen as a group member rather than a unique individual) from the
impact of feelings of autonomy (i.e., a sense of freedom from the
influence and control of others), given previous research showing that
a greater sense of depersonalization is associated with more negative
reactions to positive stereotypes (Siy & Cheryan, 2013). We did not
seek to rule out status and depersonalization as mediators; rather,
we aimed to examine whether feelings of autonomy remained a
robust mediator after controlling for these other potential influences
on anger.

Third, in addition to measure anger as an outcome variable, we
measured women’s and men’s motivation to comply with positive-
gendered expectations. Research shows that individuals in the West
tend to experience lower motivation when their sense of autonomy is
compromised (e.g., Judge et al., 2005; Tripathi et al., 2018). As
such, although both women and men likely face demands to display
gender-normative qualities at work, we reasoned that U.S. women
may not only feel more anger toward such expectations but also less
motivated to comply with such demands than men, due, in part, to
men facing trait expectations that affirm an autonomous sense of
self—a self that is separate from others and uncontrolled by outside
influences—more than the trait expectations faced by women.

Thus, in Study 4, we asked U.S. women and men to recall specific
positive-gendered trait expectations they had experienced at work,
and then measured anger and motivation to comply with them,
followed by how much autonomy they felt the expectations pro-
vided, as well as how depersonalizing the gendered trait expecta-
tions felt and how much status they attributed to the trait. We
predicted that women would experience greater anger toward such
expectations, and less motivation to comply with them than men,
partially mediated bymen experiencing a less compromised sense of
autonomy in the face of gendered pressures compared to women.

Method

Sample size, predictions, exclusion criteria, and analysis plans
were preregistered at Aspredicted.org (No. 58945).

Participants

We requested four hundred participants on Prolific, maintaining
the same sample size goal as Study 3. Participants who indicated that
they identified as female or male and were employed were invited to
participate. Four hundred U.S. residents completed the survey.
Following our preregistered exclusion criteria, fifty participants
(12% of the sample) were excluded from analyses because they
indicated that they could not think of anything in response to the
gendered expectation prompt or provided a response that did not
answer the question posed in the prompt, leaving a final sample of
351 (178 women, 173 men).

Materials and Procedure

Pretesting. We first conducted pretests to confirm that the
communal and agentic traits to be used in our main study were
appropriately calibrated in terms of stereotypicality and association
with success and advancement at work. First, we sampled 100 U.S.
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Figure 2
Mediational Model (Study 3)

Note. Figure shows indirect effect of stereotype content on anger through
feelings of autonomy. Regression coefficients are unstandardized.
* p < .05. ** p < .01.
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residents from Prolific (42 women and 58 men) and asked them
to rate both being “collaborative/working well with others” and
“confident/assertive” in terms of their gender stereotypicality, using
a 5-point scale (1 = expected more of women, 5 = expected more of
men). “Collaborative/working well with others” was rated lower
than the scale midpoint (M = 2.30, SD = 1.01), t(99) = −6.93,
p < .001, indicating that they were expectations associated with
women. “Confident/assertive” was rated higher than the scale
midpoint, (M = 4.13, SD= 0.87), t(99)= 12.96, p< .001, indicating
that they were expectations associated with men. Female partici-
pants’ reverse-coded ratings of “collaborative/working well with
others” (M = 3.83, SD = 1.06) did not differ from male participants’
ratings of “confident and assertive” (M = 4.16, SD = 0.91), indi-
cated that they were perceived as similarly stereotypical, t(98) =
1.63, p = .107.
Second, we sampled 100 U.S. working adults from Prolific (47

women and 53 men) and asked them to rate “being confident”
“being assertive” “working well with others” and “being collabora-
tive,” in terms of the extent to which they were (a) associated with
leadership potential at work, rated on a 5-point scale (1 = not at all
associated with leadership potential to 5 = very much associated
with leadership potential), and (b) important for success at work,
rated on a 5-point scale (1 = not at all associated with success at
work to 5 = very much associated with success at work). For each
measure, ratings of the two communal traits were averaged (leader-
ship: r = .691, p < .001; success: r = .394, p < .001) and ratings of
the two agentic traits were averaged (leadership: r = .320, p = .001;
success: r = .495, p < .001).
The communal traits and agentic traits were viewed similarly in

terms of association with leadership potential, Mcommunal = 4.62,
SD= 0.58 vs.Magentic= 4.55, SD= 0.56, t(99)= .962, p= .338. The
communal traits were seen as more important for success at work
compared to the agentic traits, Mcommunal = 4.65, SD = 0.45 vs.
Magentic = 3.99, SD = 0.72, t(99) = −7.94, p < .001. Female
participants rated the communal traits higher on association with
leadership potential than male participants rated the agentic traits,
Mcommunal = 4.74, SD = 0.49 vs.Magentic = 4.49, SD = 0.51, t(98) =
−2.53, p = .013. Female participants also rated the communal traits
higher on importance for success at work than male participants
rated the agentic traits, Mcommunal = 4.76, SD = 0.36 vs. Magentic =
3.92, SD = 0.72, t(98) = −7.19, p < .001. Thus, our pretest results
rule out the possibility that our predicted effects could be due to the
communal traits being viewed as less associated with achievement at
work compared to the agentic traits.
Main Study. Participants indicated their gender and were then

assigned to one of two positive-gendered expectations prompts.
Female participants read,

Women are often expected to be collaborative and work well with
others by virtue of their gender. Write about a time at work when you
were expected to be collaborative/work well with others by virtue of the
fact that you are a woman.

Male participants read, “Men are often expected to be confident
and assertive by virtue of their gender. Write about a time at work
when you were expected to be confident/assertive by virtue of the
fact that you are a man.” Next, participants completed Study 1’s
measure of anger (α = .95). Participants then completed three items
measuring their motivation to act in a way consistent with the
expectation:

To what extent did this expectation : : : a) Increase your motivation to
be collaborative/work well with others [confident/assertive], b) Boost
your desire to be collaborative/work well with others [confident/
assertive] and c) Make you want to be collaborative/work well with
others [confident/assertive],

rated on a 7-point scale (1 = not at all, 7 = very much so) and
combined to form a Motivation to Comply composite (α = .95).

Following the conceptualization of autonomy as the sense of
being uncontrolled by others (Lammers et al., 2016), we measured
feelings of autonomy using three reverse-coded items: “To what
extent did this expectation make you feel like : : : a) Others were
trying to control how you behaved; b) Others were trying to pressure
you; and c) Others were threatening your freedom to choose how
you acted,” rated on a 7-point scale (1 = not at all, 7 = very much
so). These items were recoded and combined to form a Feelings of
Autonomy composite (α = .90). Participants also completed mea-
sures assessing the perceived social status of the stereotyped traits
and their sense of depersonalization. To assess trait status, partici-
pants rated the extent to which the stereotyped traits they considered
were associated with high social status in U.S. society using three
items. Participants read, “We would like you to consider being
confident/assertive [being collaborative/working well with others]
in terms of how these traits tend to be viewed by society more
generally.” Participants then completed three items: “(a) How likely
is someone with these traits to be respected by others in U.S.
society?; (b) How likely is someone with these traits to be admired
by others in U.S. society?” and (c) “How likely is someone with
these traits to achieve success in U.S. society?” rated on a 7-point
scale (1 = not at all likely, 7 = very likely) and combined to form a
Perceived Social Status of Stereotyped Traits composite (α = .91).
Sense of depersonalization was measured using an adapted version
of Siy and Cheryan (2013) depersonalization index. Participants
rated their sense of depersonalization in response to the gendered
expectation they recalled using four items: “To what extent did this
expectation make you feel : : : .” (a) “That you were seen as more
than just a member of your gender group? (reverse coded)”;
(b) “That you were seen as only a member of your gender group?”;
(c) “That you were seen as identical to other members of your gender
group?”; and (d) “That you were being judged based solely on your
gender?” rated on a 7-point scale (1 = not at all, 7 = very much so)
and averaged to form a Sense of Depersonalization composite
(α = .77). To avoid response fatigue, participants were shown their
open-ended response to the gendered expectation prompt prior to
completing each dependent measure (anger and motivation to
comply) and prior to completing each of our measures of feelings
of autonomy and sense of depersonalization. An exploratory factor
analysis with varimax rotation showed that items measuring our
three mediators (autonomy, status, and depersonalization) loaded
onto three separate factors, suggesting that these items measured
distinct constructs (see, Supplemental Materials for Study 4 explor-
atory factor analysis results).

Results and Discussion

Replicating our previous results, female participants reported
more anger toward positive-gendered trait expectations (M =
4.44, SD = 1.84) compared to male participants (M = 3.29, SD =
1.84), t(349) = −5.85, p < .001, d = .62. As predicted, female
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participants also reported lower motivation to comply with positive-
gendered trait expectations (M= 3.31, SD= 1.72) compared to male
participants (M = 4.05, SD = 1.68), t(349) = 4.08, p < .001, d = .44.
Also, replicating our previous results, female participants reported
less of a sense of autonomy in response to positive-gendered trait
expectations (M = 3.60, SD = 1.85) compared to male participants
(M = 4.40, SD = 1.81), t(349) = 4.10, p < .001, d = .44. We also
found that female participants assigned less status to the traits they
considered (M = 5.35, SD = 1.12) compared to male participants
(M = 5.61, SD = .90), t(348) = 2.45, p = .015, d = .26 and reported
greater depersonalization from positive-gendered trait expectations
(M = 4.62, SD = 1.44) compared to male participants (M = 4.13,
SD = 1.33), t(349) = −3.30, p = .001, d = .35.
To assess the unique mediating role of feelings of autonomy, we

ran two separate mediation models, testing the indirect effect of
participant gender on our two dependent measures (anger and
motivation to comply) through our three potential mediators—
feelings of autonomy, perceived trait status, and depersonalization.
For both mediation models, we used Model 4 of Hayes (2017)
PROCESS macro, with participant gender was entered as the
independent variable, anger (motivation to comply) entered as
the dependent variable and feelings of autonomy, perceived social
status of the stereotyped traits, and sense of depersonalization
entered as parallel mediators. Model 4 allowed us to estimate the
magnitude of the specific indirect effect of participant gender on our
dependent measures through each of our three potential mediators
after controlling for all other mediators in the model (Hayes, 2017).
Results are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2 shows that there was a significant indirect effect of

participant gender on both anger and motivation to comply with
positive-gendered traits expectations through feelings of autonomy.
This result replicates our previous findings and shows that, after
accounting for trait status and depersonalization as possible med-
iators, feelings of autonomy persists as a mediating factor contrib-
uting to women’s tendency to experience more anger and less
motivation to comply with positive-gendered trait expectations
relative to men. Study 4’s results held after participants’ job level
and years of work experience were include as controls in the model
(see, Supplemental Materials for Study 4 results with controls
included).

We also observed somewhat weaker indirect effects of participant
gender on both anger and motivation to comply through sense of
depersonalization, and on motivation to comply through perceived
trait status. Thus, Study 4’s overall pattern of results suggests that
women’s anger toward and motivation to comply with positive
gender expectations relative to men’s is influenced by multiple
factors, one factor being feelings of autonomy. Intercorrelations
between study variables are shown in Table 3. Supplemental Study
4a (N = 359) and Supplemental Study 4b (N = 348) provide
additional evidence that women experience lower motivation to
comply with positive-gendered expectations at work than men,
partially mediated by a diminished sense of autonomy. Supplemen-
tal Studies 4a–4b further show that these effects persist when
different positive-gendered trait expectations than those examined
in Study 4 are made salient to participants and after participants’ job
level and years of work experience are accounted for.

Study 5a

We expected that the effects observed thus far may not be
universal, given cross-cultural differences in the prioritization of
autonomous selfhood. Specifically, we predicted that in collectivis-
tic cultures, where the self tends to be oriented more toward
interdependence with others, rather than independence from others
(Markus & Kitayama, 1991, 2003; Vignoles et al., 2016), we would
be less likely to observe the effects we found in our studies
conducted in the U.S., an individualistic cultural context. Thus,
in Study 5a, we examined whether participant culture moderated our
predicted effects. To do so, we compared women’s and men’s
reactions to positive-gendered trait expectations in a Western indi-
vidualistic culture (the U.S.) to women’s and men’s reactions to
positive-gendered trait expectations in non-Western collectivistic
culture (India).

We exposed American and Indian women and men to positive
gender stereotypes pretested for cross-cultural applicability, mea-
sured how much autonomy the stereotype provided and how much
anger participants felt toward the stereotype. As we argue that
stereotype content is an important factor determining how much
autonomy a stereotype affords, we predicted that in both our U.S.
sample and our Indian sample, women would experience less
autonomy from positive communal trait expectations than men
would experience from positive agentic trait expectations. However,
we predicted that participant culture would moderate the tendency
for reduced autonomy to induce anger toward such expectations.
While we expected to replicate our previous effects in our U.S.
sample, predicting that U.S. women’s tendency to experience less
autonomy from positive gender stereotypes than U.S. men would
lead them to experience more anger toward such stereotypes than
U.S. men, we predicted that this indirect effect of participant gender
on anger through autonomy would be attenuated in our Indian
sample. That is, while we expected Indian women to experience less
autonomy from gender stereotypes relative to Indian men, we
predicted a weaker association between reduced autonomy and
anger in our Indian sample relative to our U.S. sample, consistent
with the notion that reduced autonomy should conflict more with
self-related goals in individualistic cultures compared to collectiv-
istic cultures. Study 5a’s conceptual model is presented in Figure 3.
Given that communal qualities may be considered more desirable
in general in collectivistic societies like India compared to
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Table 2
Indirect Effects (Study 4)

Variable b SE 95% CI

Model with anger as dependent measure
Autonomy .47 .13 [.23, .73]
Status .00 .02 [−.04, .04]
Depersonalization .09 .05 [.02, .20]

Model with motivation to comply as dependent measure
Autonomy −.23 .07 [−.38, −.10]
Status −.06 .04 [−.14, −.01]
Depersonalization −.09 .05 [−.20, −.01]

Note. Indirect effects with confidence intervals that do not include zero are
statistically significant. The independent variable in both models is participant
gender (0=male, 1= female). Autonomy= Feelings of Autonomy composite;
Status = Perceived Social Status of Stereotyped Traits composite;
Depersonalization = Sense of Depersonalization composite.
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individualistic societies like the U.S. (Markus & Kitayama, 1991),
we measured the perceived social status of the traits used as
gendered expectations and included this variable as a control in
our analyses.

Method

Sample size, predictions, exclusion criteria, and analysis plans
were preregistered at Aspredicted.org (No. 61983).

Participants

We recruited residents of the U.S. and residents of India from
Mechanical Turk using CloudResearch Panels (Litman et al., 2017).
We determined an a priori sample size goal of 200 participants per
cultural group, providing adequate power to detect a small-to-
medium effect size. We deemed this a reasonable goal given a
smaller pool of English-proficient Indian Mturkers to draw from
compared to English-proficient American Mturkers (Difallah et al.,
2018).
Thus, we opened the survey to 200 U.S. residents and 200 India

residents. We included quotas in our survey in order to recruit equal
numbers of men and womenwithin country. U.S. and India residents
who had at least a 95% approval rating on Mechanical Turk were
invited to participate in the 2–3 min survey in exchange for 50 cents
USD (United States currency). To increase data quality and ensure
English proficiency of survey respondents, prospective participants
were required to pass an English proficiency test before they were
invited to take part in the main study. In addition, following our
preregistered sampling procedure, participants who completed the
survey but failed an open-ended response attention check question
were excluded and these participants were resampled until we
reached our a priori sample size goal.
Ultimately, our final sample consisted of 200 U.S. participants

(100 women, 100men;Mage= 42.41, SDage= 11.81) and 200 Indian
participants (100 women, 100 men;Mage = 33.28; SDage = 8.67). In
our U.S. sample, 11% indicated their highest level of education as
high school graduate; 23% as some college, 44% as college gradu-
ate, 3% as some post graduate, and 20% as post graduate degree. In
our Indian sample, 1% indicated their highest level of education as
high school graduate; 8% as some college, 63% as college graduate,
12% as some post graduate, and 17% as post graduate degree.

Materials and Procedure

Pretesting. Before conducting our main study, it was necessary
to establish that similar gender stereotypes surrounding women’s
communality and men’s agency exist in the U.S. and India. We first
examined existing data from Williams and Best (1990) inductive
study assessing cross-cultural differences and similarities in gender
stereotypes. In this study,Williams and Best asked participants from
30 countries, including the U.S. and India, to categorize 300
personality traits in terms of whether they were more associated
with men or more associated with women (or neither) in their
culture. Each trait was then assigned an M% score within country,
ranging from 0 to 100, with high scores indicating more frequent
association with men and low scores indicating more frequent
association with women.4

We identified traits in Williams and Best (1990) original study
that reflected agentic attributes (i.e., those related to dominance or
independence) and communal attributes (i.e., those related to help-
ing others or working well with others; Koenig & Eagly, 2014). We
pretested these traits (29 agentic traits and 17 communal traits) with
a sample of Indians (n = 58) and Americans (n = 64) recruited from
Mechanical Turk to identify traits that were positively valenced
in both cultures. Traits were considered positively valenced if
they were categorized as, “generally considered to be a positive
personality trait” by the majority of the both the U.S. sample and the
Indian sample. Fifteen of the 17 communal traits and 12 of the 29
agentic traits met this criterion. We then examined the M% scores
given to each of these traits within the Indian sample and the U.S.
sample in Williams and Best (1990) original data set. Williams and
Best (1990) data are visualized in Figure 4. These data show
substantial overlap in M% scores for traits across the U.S. and
India samples, thus providing evidence that similar gender stereo-
types surrounding women’s communality and men’s agency exist in
the U.S. and India.

As Williams and Best (1990) data were collected several decades
ago, we conducted a replication study with 100 Americans and 100
Indians recruited from Prolific to confirm that the overlap in gender
stereotype content across India and the U.S. that we observed in the
Williams and Best (1990) data persisted today. The results of this
study are visualized in Figure 5. Similar to what we observed in the
Williams and Best data, our replication study showed a large degree
of overlap across the U.S. and India in terms of gender stereotypes
surrounding women’s communality and men’s agency.

Based on our replication study’s results, we selected the female-
stereotyped communal traits “kind” and “understanding” and the
male-stereotyped agentic traits “ambitious” and “self-confident” to
use in our main study. As shown in Figure 5, theM% scores for these
traits indicate a high and similar level of consensus across the U.S.
and Indian pretest samples, indicating that these traits are considered
stereotypes applied to women and men, respectively, in both
cultures.

Main Study. Participants indicated their gender and then read
one of two prompts. Female participants read, “Women are gener-
ally expected to be kind and understanding.”Male participants read,
“Men are generally expected to be ambitious and self-confident.”
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Table 3
Intercorrelations Between Variables (Study 4)

Variable 1 2 3 4 5

1. Participant gender —

2. Autonomy −.214* —

3. Depersonalization .174* −.596* —

4. Status −.130* .091 −.111* —

5. Anger .299* −.694* .507* −.084 —

6. Compliance −.213* .440* −.368* .192* −.502*

Note. Participant gender (0 = male; 1 = female); Autonomy = Feelings of
Autonomy composite; Status= Perceived Social Status of Stereotyped Traits
composite; Depersonalization = Sense of Depersonalization composite;
Anger = Feelings of anger composite; Compliance = Motivation to
Comply composite.
* p < .05.

4 M% scores assigned to traits in Williams and Best’s (1990) study were
calculated by dividing the male frequency by the sum of the male and female
frequency and multiply by 100.
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All participants then rated three items measuring the extent to which
this expectation impacted their feelings of autonomy, using a 9-point
scale: (a) “Does the expectation to be kind and understanding
[ambitious and self-confident] make you feel more like a person
who is influenced by other people or more like a person who is not
influenced by other people?” (1 = much more like a person who is
influenced, 4 = slightly more like a person who is influenced, 6 =

slightly more like a person who is not influenced, 9=muchmore like
a person who is not influenced); (b) “Does the expectation to be kind
and understanding [ambitious and self-confident] make you feel
more like a person who acts in line with other people’s preferences
or more like a person who acts in line with their own preferences?”
(1 = much more like a person who acts in line with others’
preferences, 4 = slightly more like person who acts in line with
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Figure 4
M% Scores for Indian and U.S. Samples; Williams and Best (1990) Original Study

Figure 3
Conceptual Model (Study 5a)
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others’ preferences, 6 = slightly more like a person who acts in line
with own preferences, 9 = much more like a person who acts in line
with own preferences); and c) “Does the expectation to be kind and
understanding [ambitious and self-confident] make you feel more
like a person who has obligations to other people or more a person
who does not have obligations to other people?” (1 = much more
like a person who has obligations to others, 4 = slightly more like a
person who has obligations to others, 6= slightly more like a person
who does not have obligations to others, 9 = much more like a
person who does not have obligations to others). Ratings were
standardized within culture and averaged to form a Feelings of
Autonomy composite, with higher scores indicating greater feelings
of autonomy (αU.S. = .73; αIndia = .69). Participants then rated how
angry the expectations made them using Study 1’s measure of anger,
rated on a 9-point scale (1 = Not at all, 9 = very much so). Ratings
were standardized within culture and averaged to form an Anger
composite (αU.S. = .96; αIndia = .94). Finally, all participants
completed two items measuring the perceived social status associ-
ated with the stereotyped traits, rated using a 9-point scale: (a) “In
the U.S. [India], to what extent is being kind and understanding
[ambitious and self-confident] admired?” and (b) “In the U.S.
[India], to what extent is being kind and understanding [ambitious
and self-confident] valued?” (1 = Not at all, 9 = very much so).

Responses on these two items were standardized within culture and
averaged to form a Perceived Trait Status composite (rU.S. = .845,
rIndia = .554).

Following Van de Vijver and Leung (1997) recommendations for
establishing construct equivalence across different cultural groups,
we conducted an exploratory factor analysis with varimax rotation
for our American sample and Indian sample separately to examine
the factor structure within culture of the items assessing autonomy,
anger, and perceived trait status. Three factors that reflected feelings
of autonomy, anger, and perceived trait status emerged in both
samples based on eigenvalues and the screeplot (see, Supplementary
Materials for Study 5a exploratory factor analysis item loadings).
We then used the U.S. data as the target matrix and rotated the matrix
for the Indian data. Tucker’s coefficient of agreement was above .90
for all three factors (congruence indexautonomy = .95; congruence
indexanger = .96; congruence indextraitstatus = .99) indicating similar
factor structure across cultural groups.

Results and Discussion

Participant age, education level, and perceived status of stereo-
typed traits were included as controls in all analyses. All reported
results remain robust if these variables are not included as covariates
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Figure 5
M% Scores Across Indian and U.S. Samples (Replication Study)
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(see, Supplementary Materials for Study 5a analyses without cov-
ariates). As predicted, women reported less autonomy in response to
positive-gendered trait expectations compared to men in both the
U.S. sample, b = −.92, SE = .10, t(194) = −9.07, p < .001, and the
Indian sample, b = −.29, SE = .11, t(194) = −2.67,
p= .008, indicating that across the two cultural groups, the gendered
traits expected of women oriented them away from feeling autono-
mous more than the gendered traits expected of men.
We then examined whether participant culture (U.S. vs. India)

moderated the link between feelings of autonomy and anger. We
predicted that, replicating our previous findings, for our U.S.
sample, there would be an indirect effect of gender on anger through
feelings of autonomy, such that lower feelings of autonomy would
partially explain why women reported more anger toward gender
stereotypes compared to men. Given that the experience of auton-
omy may conflict less with self-goals in collectivistic cultures
compared to individualistic cultures, we expected this indirect
effect to be attenuated in magnitude in our Indian sample, due to
a less strong tendency for reduced autonomy to result in greater
anger in India compared to the U.S. To test this prediction, we used
Model 14 of Hayes (2017) PROCESS macro, with participant
gender (0 = male, 1 = female) entered as the independent measure,
feelings of anger entered the dependent measure, feelings of
autonomy entered as the mediator, and participant culture (0 =
U.S., 1 = India) entered as the moderator (specifically moderating
the link between autonomy and anger). Participant age, education,
and the perceived status of the stereotyped traits were entered as
covariates.
The index of moderated mediation was significant, b = −.37,

SE = .09, 95% CI [−.57, −.20] indicating that participant culture
moderated the indirect effect of participant gender on anger through
feelings of autonomy. Probing effects for U.S. participants, con-
ceptually replicating our previous findings, there was a total effect of
gender on anger such that women experienced more anger in
response to gender expectations compared to men, b = .35, SE =
.14, 95% CI [.08, .62]. There was also an indirect effect of gender on
anger through autonomy, b = .20, SE = .07, 95% CI [.09, .35],
indicating that women’s tendency to experience less autonomy in
response to gendered trait expectations compared to men partially
mediated women’s tendency to experience more anger in response
to gendered expectations compared to men (see, Figure 6).

Probing effects for Indian participants, there was no total effect of
participant gender on anger, b = −.13, SE = .12, 95% CI [−.37, .12],
indicating no gender difference in experience of anger in response
to positive-gendered trait expectations. There was a significant
indirect effect of participant gender on anger through feelings of
autonomy in the opposite direction to the indirect effect we observed
in our U.S. sample, b = −.16, SE = .06, 95% CI [−.28, −.06],
indicating that, to the extent that Indian women felt less autonomous
relative to Indian men in response to positive-gendered trait expecta-
tions, Indian women felt less anger toward such stereotypes. As
Figure 7 shows, in our Indian sample, although women felt less
autonomy in response to gendered trait expectations than men, lower
feelings of autonomy predicted less anger toward gendered trait
expectations, the opposite pattern to that observed in our U.S. sample.

Study 5a’s results indicate that the effects observed in our earlier
studies conducted in the U.S. are not universal—while we found that
feminized communal trait expectations oriented the self away from
feeling autonomous across cultures, we only observed that dimin-
ished autonomy elicited greater anger in the U.S., an individualistic
cultural context.

Study 5b

Study 5b aimed to conceptually replicate Study 5a’s results. Study
materials were the same as Study 5a, with two exceptions. First, to
examine generalizability across positive-gendered traits, we exposed
participants to different positive gender stereotypes identified in Study
5a’s pretesting as overlapping across U.S. and Indian cultures—for
men, being “enterprising” and “courageous” and for women being
“pleasant” and “sympathetic.” Second, given previous studies point-
ing to possible cross-cultural differences in the expression of specific
emotions (Park et al., 2013), we wanted to ensure that the effects were
observed in Study 5a were not an artifact of cultural variation in anger
expression. Thus, in Study 5b, we employed a different measure of
negative emotions in response to positive gender stereotypes—
assessing feelings of being upset, rather than angry.

Method

Sample size, predictions, exclusion criteria, and analysis plans
were preregistered at Aspredicted.org (No. 63952).
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Figure 6
Mediation Model for U.S. Participants (Study 5a)

Note. Regression coefficients are unstandardized.
* p < .05. ** p < .01. ^p value is not significant at p < .05 threshold.
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Participants

We recruited U.S. residents and Indian residents fromMechanical
Turk using CloudResearch Panels. We maintained the same sample
size goal as Study 5a. Thus, we opened the survey to 200 U.S.
residents and 200 India residents and included quotas in our survey
to recruit equal numbers of women and men within country. U.S.
and India residents who had at least a 95% approval rating on
Mechanical Turk were invited to participate in the 2–3 min survey in
exchange for 50 cents USD. Prospective participants passed an
English proficiency test before they were invited to take part in the
main study. Following our preregistered sampling procedure, par-
ticipants who completed the survey but failed an open-ended
response attention check question were excluded and these parti-
cipants were resampled until we reached our a priori sample
size goal.
Ultimately, our final sample consisted of 200 U.S. participants

(100 women and 100 men; Mage = 40.94, SDage = 12.03) and 200
Indian participants (100 women and 100 men; Mage = 32.67;
SDage = 8.49). In our U.S. sample, 1% indicated their highest level
of education as some high school, 12% as high school graduate;
30% as some college, 43% as college graduate, 3% as some post
graduate, and 11% as post graduate degree. In our Indian sample,
1% indicated their highest level of education as some high school,
12% as some college, 57% as college graduate, 10% as some post
graduate, and 21% as post graduate degree.

Materials and Procedure

Participants indicated their gender and then read one of two
prompts. Female participants read, “Women are generally expected
to be pleasant and sympathetic.” Male participants read, “Men are
generally expected to be enterprising and courageous.” All partici-
pants then completed Study 5a’s three-item measure of feelings of
autonomy. Items were standardized within culture and averaged to
form a Feelings of Autonomy composite (αU.S. = .73; αIndia = .64).
Participants then rated how upset the expectations made them using
four items each rated as either “True for me” or “Not true for me”: (a)
“The expectation placed on me as a woman [man] to be pleasant and
sympathetic [enterprising and courageous] bothers me,” (b) “The
expectation placed on me as a woman [man] to be pleasant and
sympathetic [enterprising and courageous] upsets me,” (c) “The
expectation placed on me as a woman [man] to be pleasant and

sympathetic [enterprising and courageous] distresses me,” and
(d) “The expectation placed on me as a woman [man] to be pleasant
and sympathetic [enterprising and courageous] disturbs me.” True
for me responses were coded as 1; Not true for me responses were
coded as 0. Scores on the four items were summed to form a
Negative Attitudes composite (αU.S. = .88; αIndia = .74). Finally, all
participants completed Study 5a’s two-item measure assessing the
social status associated with the stereotyped traits. Responses on
these two items were standardized within culture and averaged to
form a Perceived Trait Status composite (rU.S. = .892, rIndia = .683).

Exploratory factor analyses with varimax rotation for our Ameri-
can sample and Indian sample showed that three factors reflecting
autonomy, negative attitudes, and perceived trait status emerged in
both samples based on eigenvalues and the screeplot (see, Supple-
mentary Materials for Study 5b exploratory factor analysis item
loadings). We used the U.S. data as the target matrix and rotated the
matrix for the Indian data. Tucker’s coefficient of agreement was
above .90 for all three factors (congruence indexautonomy = .95;
congruence indexattitudes = .93; congruence indextraitstatus = .97),
indicating similar factor structure across cultural groups.

Results and Discussion

Participant age, education, and perceived status of stereotyped
traits were included as controls in all analyses. All reported results
remain robust if these variables are not included as covariates (see,
Supplementary Materials for Study 5b analyses without covariates).
Replicating Study 5a’s results, women reported less of a sense of
autonomy from positive-gendered trait expectations compared to
men in both the U.S. sample, b = −.67, SE = .10, t(195) = −6.46,
p< .001, and the Indian sample, b=−.27, SE= .11, t(195)=−2.55,
p = .012. We examined whether participant culture (U.S. vs. India)
moderated the link between feelings of autonomy in response to
gendered trait expectations and negative attitudes toward the expec-
tation using the same analytic strategy used in Study 5a. Replicating
Study 5a’s results, the index of moderated mediation was signifi-
cant, b=−.36, SE= .12, 95%CI [−.60,−.16] indicating that culture
moderated the indirect effect of gender on negative attitudes through
autonomy. Probing effects for U.S. participants, there was a total
effect of gender on negative attitudes such that women experienced
more negative attitudes in response to gendered trait expectations
compared to men, b = .43, SE = .20, 95% CI [.04, .83]. There was
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Figure 7
Mediation Model for Indian Participants (Study 5a)

Note. Regression coefficients are unstandardized.
** p < .01. ^ p value is not significant at p < .05 threshold.
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also an indirect effect of gender on negative attitudes through
autonomy, b = .25, SE = .08, 95% CI [.11, .43], indicating that
U.S. women’s lower feelings of autonomy in response to gender
expectations compared to U.S. men partially explained why U.S.
women reported more negative attitudes in response to gendered
expectations compared to U.S. men (see, Figure 8).
Probing effects for Indian participants, there was no total effect of

gender on negative attitudes, b = −.03, SE = .21, 95% CI [−.44,
.39], indicating no gender difference in negative attitudes to
positive-gendered trait expectations. The indirect effect of gender
on negative attitudes through autonomy was nonsignificant, b =
−.10, SE = .07, 95% CI [−.25, .04]. Hence while Indian women felt
less autonomy from positive-gendered trait expectations than Indian
men, these lowered feelings of autonomy did not, in turn, signifi-
cantly predict negative attitudes toward such expectations, though
the nonsignificant association between feelings of autonomy and
negative attitudes was positive in direction, consistent with Study
5a’s results (see, Figure 9).

General Discussion

Together, the studies we present provide evidence of our central
premise: That the prioritization of autonomous selfhood in the West
conflicts with demands to act in interdependent ways, thus placing
an unequal emotional and motivational burden on women relative to
men in Western cultural contexts. We use multiple study paradigms
to examine this premise. We show that, in the U.S., a Western
cultural context, women experience more anger and less motivation
to comply with positive-gendered trait expectations relative to men,
partially attributable to a diminished sense of autonomy (Study 1
and Supplemental Study 1; Study 4 and Supplemental Studies 4a
and 4b). We also provide causal evidence for the role of stereotype
content in influencing felt autonomy and thus negative reactions to
positive communal stereotypes (Studies 2 and 3). Finally, our cross-
cultural studies comparing the U.S. and India provide further
evidence that it is the misalignment between the communal qualities
expected of women and the drive to experience a self that as
fundamentally separate from others in Western individualistic cul-
tures that contributes to U.S. women’s anger toward positive gender
stereotypes (Studies 5a and 5b).

Contributions and Implications

Many scholars before us have noted that stereotypes in general
constrain on the self (e.g., Fiske, 1993; Steele & Aronson, 1995;
Tajfel & Turner, 1979), and that women’s outcomes are more
constrained by gender stereotypes than men’s (e.g., Eagly et al.,
2000; Fiske et al., 2002; Heilman, 2012; Kray et al., 2001; Rudman
et al., 2012). We aim to contribute novel insight to this discussion by
documenting how stereotype content and culture intersect to influ-
ence the extent to which positive stereotyped trait expectations
constrain the self. Although men and women both face pressures to
act in gender-normative ways—and men may experience gendered
pressures negatively (Stanaland & Gaither, 2020)—our research
shows that when we directly compare women’s and men’s experi-
ence of positive-gendered trait expectations, we observe that women
experience such expectations more negatively than men, in part due
to women facing pressures to act in interdependent ways, which
conflict with the Western prioritization of independence and auton-
omy. Thus, our research offers a new perspective on how gender
stereotypes place an undue burden on women relative to men, even
when the gendered traits expected of women are framed as desirable
and valued qualities.

Given the large number of studies showing that communal
stereotypes limit women’s opportunities more than agentic stereo-
types limit men’s opportunities (Eagly et al., 2000; Fiske et al.,
2002; Heilman, 2012; Rudman & Phelan, 2010; Rudman et al.,
2012), it could be argued that it follows directly from previous
theory that women themselves should find communal trait expecta-
tions to be more constraining and thus upsetting than men find
agentic trait expectations. However, previous theory suggests that
gender stereotypes that clearly limit women’s opportunities should
feel constraining. It is less clear from previous theory why women
would feel constrained by beliefs about the valued interdependent
traits they possess. As such, our research offers new insight into
exactly how and why communal stereotypes are more negatively
constraining than agentic stereotypes. We show that women feel
anger toward positive trait expectations surrounding their commu-
nality while women also view these traits as socially desirable
(Studies 1–3) and as highly associated with success and advance-
ment at work (Study 4 and Supplemental Study 4b). Thus, our
research is novel in demonstrating that women’s sense of being
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Figure 8
Mediation Model for U.S. Participants (Study 5b)

Note. Regression coefficients are unstandardized.
* p < .05. ** p < .01. ^ p value is not significant at p < .05 threshold.
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constrained by communal stereotypes is not specific to negative
stereotypes that restrict women’s opportunities and ability to suc-
ceed (the focus of previous work) but is also due, in part, to the
misalignment of communal expectations with the desire to feel like
an independent and autonomous person. Furthermore, although our
research specifically aims to shed light on why positive communal
stereotypes feel constraining given existing theory already addres-
sing why negative communal stereotypes might feel constraining
(i.e., Kray et al., 2001), to the extent that all communal expectations,
regardless of valence, place pressures on women to act in interde-
pendent ways, our perspective suggests that they may be experi-
enced as conflicting with an autonomous sense of self.
Our studies thus contribute to a burgeoning area of study exam-

ining how stereotyped group members experience positive stereo-
types (Czopp et al., 2015). The perspective we present complements
previous studies showing that positive stereotypes may be experi-
enced negatively because they elicit feelings of depersonalization
and fear of not meeting high expectations (Cheryan&Bodenhausen,
2000; Siy & Cheryan, 2013). Our research suggests a complemen-
tary mechanism—a diminished sense of autonomy—contributing to
negative experiences of positive stereotypes. Our findings draw
specific attention to the potentially harmful effects of positive beliefs
about women’s communality. As such, our work has important
implications for understanding the unique challenges that women
face in navigating gendered expectations (Diekman et al., 2011;
Eagly & Karau, 2002; Heilman, 2001; Rudman & Glick, 2001). In
particular, our studies examining women’s and men’s anger toward,
and motivation to comply with, positive gender trait expectations at
work (Study 4 and Supplemental Studies 4a−4b) offer insights into
how contexts that promote positive gender stereotypes can have
harmful psychological effects on women relative to men. Given that
positive stereotypes about women’s communality are strengthening
over time (Eagly et al., 2020) and lay observers tend to view positive
stereotypes as less problematic compared to negative stereotypes
(Alt et al., 2019; Kay et al., 2013), our work brings to light how the
proliferation of seemingly innocuous beliefs may an undue toll on
women’s well-being and motivation.
Given that gender stereotypes are argued to be relatively similar

across cultures due to women and men’s biosocial roles (e.g., Costa
et al., 2001; Wood & Eagly, 2012), our cross-cultural findings
suggest that while womenmay experience similar stereotypes across
cultures, their reactions to them may vary by culture. Our cross-

cultural findings also speak to a question raised previously by cross-
cultural researchers—how feelings of autonomy (i.e., a sense of
independence and separateness from others) relate to feelings of
agency (i.e., a sense of internal volition or self-directed action).
While some have argued that autonomy and agency are
synonymous—that to feel autonomous is to feel agentic in the
motivational sense, others, such as Kitayama and Uchida (2005)
have argued that in collectivistic cultures, interdependence can feel
agentic, as individuals strive toward self-related goals related to
interdependence with others rather than independence from others.
Thus, in this view, the relationship between autonomy and agency is
culturally contingent. Our cross-cultural findings are broadly sup-
portive of this perspective: Although in the U.S. (a Western
individualistic cultural context), we find a negative relationship
between feelings of autonomy elicited by stereotyped expectation
content and anger (an emotion associated with frustration when
personal goals are blocked), in India (a non-Western collectivistic
culture), we find initial evidence of the opposite pattern—feelings of
autonomy elicited by stereotyped expectation content were posi-
tively associated with anger (Study 5a). Our work thus calls into
question whether stereotypically masculine “agentic” traits are
universally more agentic in the motivational sense compared to
stereotypically communal traits.

Limitations and Future Directions

An important limitation of our studies is that we did not expose
women and men to gendered expectations in real-time interpersonal
interactions, and, relatedly, did not measure actual behavior in
response to positive-gendered expectations. As such, an important
direction for future research is to examine women’s and men’s
responses (including behavioral responses) to positive-gendered
expectations in either the lab or the field. Future studies could
also examine downstream consequences of women’s greater anger
toward, and lower motivation to comply with positive gender
expectations relative to men. The different reactions we observed
from women and men in response to such expectations could, for
instance, contribute to unequal outcomes for women and men in
terms of social evaluation, stress, and performance.

Furthermore, although our research highlighted the role of
reduced autonomy in explaining women’s tendency to experience
more anger and lower motivation to comply with positive gender
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Figure 9
Mediation Model for Indian Participants (Study 5b)

Note. Regression coefficients are unstandardized.
* p < .05. ^ p value is not significant at p < .05 threshold.
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stereotypes than men, we do not suggest that autonomy is the only
factor underlying women and men’s differing responses to gendered
expectations. Indeed, Study 4 provided some evidence for the
mediating roles of sense of depersonalization and the perceived
social status of positive-gendered traits. Future research should
examine other potential contributing factors, such as gender differ-
ences in the tendency to want to affirm femininity/masculinity, or
connotations of paternalism in female-gendered trait expectations.
Although the results of Studies 2 and 3 suggest that stereotype
content plays a role in influencing anger toward gendered expecta-
tions, future research could also examine whether women may
experience greater feelings of restriction from all gender expecta-
tions than men, due to gender differences in the tendency to interpret
gender stereotypes through the lens of sexism.
Future research should also examine potential intersections of

race and gender on women’s and men’s feelings of autonomy in
response to gendered expectations. As Table 1 shows, the demo-
graphic make-up of our U.S. studies was largely White, with the
exception of Study 1 (majority non-White university sample) and
Study 3 (Asian American sample). We did not have sufficient
numbers of each racial minority group within study to effectively
test for moderation by race. We did conduct exploratory analyses
(see, SupplementalMaterials) which showed that, across all our U.S.
studies, participant race (coded as White vs. non-White) did not
moderate our reported effects, indicating that our findings are not
likely to be specific toWhites within the U.S. Still, grouping all non-
White participants into a category together has clear limitations.
More precise tests of moderation by participant race are needed,
especially considering that racial minority women’s experience of
their gender category may not be easily disentangled from their
experience of their racial category (Purdie-Vaughns & Eibach,
2008; Remedios & Snyder, 2018; Shih et al., 1999). For instance,
given that racial stereotypes tend to vary on the gendered dimen-
sions of agency and communality—with Black Americans stereo-
typed as agentic and Asian Americans stereotyped as communal
(Galinsky et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2012), racial stereotypes may
intersect with gendered expectations to have buffering or com-
pounding effects on women’s sense of autonomy. Further, although
Study 3 showed that East Asian Americans experience communal
expectations as more constraining than agentic expectations, con-
sistent with what we would expect for individuals in Western
cultural context, prior research also suggests that individuals with
Asian backgrounds often hold collectivistic identities even within
Western contexts (e.g., Lu et al., 2020). As such, future research is
needed to more fully explore how race and cultural identity intersect
to influence experience of communal stereotypes. For example,
future studies could examine how varying identity activation in
bicultural individuals (e.g., Asian American women) impacts expe-
rience of positive communal stereotypes (Hong et al., 2000).
Finally, more research should be done to address the cross-

cultural robustness of our findings. Our intention in including
U.S.–India comparisons was to emphasize that our theory regarding
the impact of autonomy on anger toward positive stereotypes is
unlikely to be universally applicable, given what is known about
cultural variation in autonomy prioritization (Markus & Kitayama,
1991; Tripathi et al., 2018). There are many potential reasons why
women in the U.S. and India may feel differently about positive-
gendered expectations, including cultural differences in how impor-
tant maintaining a sense personal freedom and autonomy is. Future

studies are needed to more fully explore autonomy concerns as a
predictor of responses to positive-gendered expectations across
cultures.

Concluding Remarks

In Western cultural contexts, people generally strive to feel
autonomous. However, society often demands certain demeanors
or behaviors from individuals based on their social group member-
ships. With a focus on positive gender stereotypes, our studies show
that stereotyped demands that orient the self toward interdependence
(such as those faced by women) are more psychologically burden-
some in Western contexts compared to stereotyped demands that
orient the self toward independence (such as those faced by men),
thus shedding new light on the harmful effects of positive stereo-
types that demand communality. Our findings are timely, given that
societal beliefs about women’s communal qualities are strengthen-
ing over time (Eagly et al., 2020).
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